77 YearsOf Disney
Magic

1

Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs
December 21, 1937
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs was Walt
Disney’s first full-length animated feature.
The movie centers on the fairytale of snow
white. Snow White, the seven dwarfs, and the
evil queen are truly iconic characters. Snow
White is also the first princess.
“Snow White and the Seven dwarfs, it was also
groundbreaking. But out of all the disney movies,
it has the prefect combination of music, art, animation, story and characters. Then again, it was
Disney’s first and they only had one shot to create
an animated feature, so might as well perfect it.
Amazing.”-Julie Redemann

2

Pinocchio
February 7, 1940
Pinocchio is the story of a puppet
name Pinocchio who wants to become a real boy. This movie has the
iconic song When you wish upon a
star. When you wish upon a star one
and Oscar for Best Music.

3

Fantasia

November 13, 1940

Fantasia is the first segmented Disney movie. It
is broken up into eight films. The famous short
is the Sorcerer’s Apprentice starring Mickey
Mouse. In December 1999 the theatrical sequel
Fantasia 2000 was released.

Dumbo
October 23, 1941
Dumbo is a movie about a
flying elephant that loses his
mother and goes on a journey
to find her. Most people know
Dumbo from the Disneyland
ride.

“Fantasia is groundbreaking in both music, art
and animation. It is the definition of why
animation is considered another form of art. It
is EPIC! Plus it inspired the modern day music
videos” -Julie Redemann
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5

Bambi

August 13, 1942
Bambi was Disney’s
fifth film. It is about
deer name Bambi and
his life.
“Bambi is about life. There are no major villains and

Saludos Amigos
August 24, 1942
Saludos Amigos was a segmented film. It was made
up of six segments and
stars Donald Duck Goofy
and Jose Carioca. It was set
in Latin America.

there are multiple conflicts. It is a fantastic character
study of this deer from birth until he becomes ruler
of the forest. Also, this film has the best art quality
out of all the Disney films. Its character designs are
amazing and the background art creates this perfect
atmosphere that makes you feel like you are in the
forest. I love it.” Julie Redemann
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7

The Three Caballeros
December 21, 1944
The Three Caballeros is spiritual successor to Saludos Amigos.
It is a more connected group of
shorts, starring Donald Duck,
Jose Carioca and newcomer
Panchito. This film was also set
in Latin America.

8

Make Mine Music
April 20, 1946
Make Mine Music is a
package film series. It was
made during World War
II and was filled with US
propaganda.

9

Fun and Fancy Free
September 27, 1947

Fun and Fancy Free is a segmented
film. The two shorts in the film are Bongo and Mickey and the Beanstalk. Mickey and the Beanstalk is the story retelling of Jack and the beanstalk.

10

Melody Time
May 27, 1948

Melody Time is a music based segmented
film.

11

The Adventures of Ichabod and
Mr. Toad
October 5, 1949

The Adventure of Ichabod and Mr.
Toad tells the story of both the legend
of Sleepy Hollow and the Wind in the
Willows.

12

Cinderella
February 15, 1950

Cinderella is one of the iconic Disney movies. Cinderella is about a
young girl forced to live with her
wicked stepmother and stepsister.
Cinderella is castle is used in the
Disney logo.

13

Alice in Wonderland
July 26, 1951

Alice in Wonderland is the Disney animated wisdom of Lewis Cattroll’s classic tale. It
stars Alice a young girl from England who
finds herself in a mysterious world with a
Mad Hatter, hookah-smoking caterpillar,
and a disappearing Cheshire Cat. Alice has
to face the Queen of Hearts with her army of
playing cards.

14

Peter Pan
February 5, 1953

Peter Pan is about the Darling children Wendy, Michael
and John as they have adventures in Neverland with the
boy who never grew up Peter
Pan.

15

Lady and the Tramp
June 22, 1955

Lady and the Tramp is about a
posh dog named Lady, who falls
in love with a street dog named
Trusty. This movie is known a
spaghetti kiss that the two dogs
share.

16

Sleeping Beauty
January 29, 1959
Sleeping Beauty is about a princess
named Aurora who falls under a
sleeping spell cast by the evil Maleficent. Maleficent is one of the main
villains in the kingdom hearts series
and will be played by Angelina Jolie
in the live-action Maleficent due for
release in 2014.

17

Hundred and One Dalmatians
January 25, 1961

101 animations is
about two dogs saving
their Puppies from the
evil Cruella de Vil.

18

The Sword in The
Stone
December 25, 1963
The Sword in the Stone
is based on the stories of
young King Anther, as
he learns from the
wizard, Merlin.

19

The Jungle Book
October 18, 1967

The Jungle Book is the story
about Mowgli, a boy orphaned
in the jungle and raised by
wolves. This is the last film
that Walt Disney worked on

20

The Aristocats
December 24, 1970
The Aristocats is about a rich
cat and her three kittens. They
get the help of an alley cat after their butler kidnaps them.
This is the last film approved
by Walt Disney before his
death.

21

Robin Hood
November 8, 1973

Robin Hood, is Disney’s version
of the story but done with
anthropomorphic animals. The
legend of Robin Hood is about a
man who steals from the rich and
gives to the poor.

22

The Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh
March 11, 1977

The Many Adventures Winnie
of Pooh is movie a made up of
short stories about Winnie the
Pooh and his friends. In 2011 it
had a sequel called Winnie the
Pooh.

23

The Rescuers
June 22, 1977

The Rescuers is about two mice trying
to rescue an orphan girl named
Penny. The Rescuers had theatrical
sequel that came out in 1990 called the
Rescuers Down Under, which took
place in Australia.

24

The Fox and the Hound
July 10, 1981
The Fox and the Hound is about A
fox named Todd and a bloodhound
named Copper. The two become
friends and have to deal with the
obstacles of being friends from
different worlds.

25

The Black Cauldron
July 24, 1985

The Black Cauldron is a story about a
pig keeper named Taran who has to
fight off the Horned king. This movie is
known as one of the worst Disney films
and almost drove the Disney company
into bankruptcy.

26

The Great Mouse Detective
July 2, 1986
The Great Mouse Detective is
based on the book series, Basil of
Baker Street, which is based on
a mouse very similar to Sherlock
Holmes.

27

Oliver and Company
November 18, 1988
Oliver and Company is based on
Oliver Twist but set in New York
and Oliver is a cat.

28

The Little Mermaid
November 17, 1989
The Little Mermaid is based on the
Hans Christian Andersen story The
Little Mermaid. The movie is about
Ariel, a young mermaid who wants
to become human after she rescues a
prince from a shipwreck. The Little
Mermaid marks the beginning of the
Disney Renaissance.

29

Beauty and the Beast
November 22, 1991

Beauty and the Beast is based on a French fairytale about a woman named Belle who trades
her fathers life in captivity for her own. She
ends up falling in love with the beast. Beauty
and the Beast is the first-ever animated picture
to be nominated for the Academy Awards Best
Picture
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“Beauty and the Beast have some
amazing animation, as well as
some superb characters and really
memorable songs.” - Robert
Redemann

Aladdin
November 25, 1992

Aladdin is the story of a thief
who finds a genie in a lamp and
uses his wishes to get a princess
to fall in love with him.

31

The Lion King
June 24, 1994

The lion King is about Simbas a
young lion and how he grows up
to become king of all lions. The
lion King is Disney’s version of
William Shakespeare’s Hamlet.
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“The Lion King is Amazing in animation, but
it stands out more for its story and characters.
This is film is a perfect example of catharsis is
film. It is a purification of the soul! Anyone who
watches this movie feels emotional. It does lack
some logic such as after the climatic battle; the
plants, water and animals came back. I guess that
is what you call emotion without reason. Still a
film that will stand the test of time.” - Julie
Redemann

Pocahontas
June 23, 1995

Pocahontas is about an Indian chief’s
daughter named Pocahontas and her
romance with English settler John
Smith. Pocahontas is semi based off a
real historical information.
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“Pocahontas as well my
favorite Disney movies, like the
plot, stories, and the lessons it
teaches”-Tinesha Hutt

Hunchback of Notre
Dame
June 21, 1996
The Hunchback Notre Dame is
about Quasimodo the bell ringer in
Notre Dame who is socially outcast
because of his appearance.

“Hunchback of Notre Dame has a
great epic feel and is of course has
superb animation as well as a great
villain who has my favorite villain
song”- Robert Redemann
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Hercules
June 27, 1997

Hercules is based on the Greek myth of
Hercules and his trials. The Disney’s
version has him facing the trials so he can
go from demigod to full-fledged God
instead of having the trials be a pennant
for murdering his wife Megara and their
three children.

35

Mulan
June 19, 1998

Mulan is a story about Mulan who
disguises herself as a boy to fight in the
Chinese army.

Tarzan
June 18, 1999
Tarzan is about an orphan raised by
apes. Tarzan is the last film in the
Disney Renaissance.

“I love Mulan, I love the story,
the character, and Mulan is such
strong female role model.”-Tinesha Hutt
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37

Dinosaurs
May 19, 2000
Dinosaurs is Disney’s first ever
CGI film. The film is about the
prehistoric era, social Darwinism
and the extinction of the
dinosaurs.

38

The Emperors New
Groove
December 15, 2000
The Emperors New Groove is
about at egotistical emperor who
has to get back into his human
body after being turned into a
llama.

39

Atlantis: The Lost
Empire
June 15, 2001
Atlantis: The Lost Empire is
about Milo and a team of
specialists as they search for the
lost city of Atlantis.

40

Lilo and Stitch
June 21, 2002
Lilo and Stitch is about a young
girl named Lilo who adopts an
alien named Stitch. This film
takes place in Hawaii.

41

Treasure Planet
November 27, 2002
Treasure Planet is Disney’s
version of Treasure Island set in
space. The story stars Jim
Hawkins as he sets sail on a
pirate ship with a map to find the
lost treasure planet.

42

Brother Bear
November 1, 2003
Brother Bear is the story of
Kenai, an Inuit boy who is trying
to become humanagain after
being turned into a bear.

43

Home on the Range
April 2, 2004
Home on the Range is about
three cows that try to apprehend
a criminal for his bounty to save
their farm.

44

Chicken Little
November 4, 2005
Chicken Little is Disney’s version
of the story chicken little. This is
Disney’s second CGI film.

45

Meet the Robinsons
March 30, 2007
Meet the Robinsons is about an
inventor named Louis who gets
taken into the future.

46

Bolt
November 21, 2008
Bolt is about a super powered
dog. He thinks the TV show he
works on is real and he goes on a
mission to save his owner.

47

The Princess and the Frog
December 11, 2009
The Princess and the frog is about a
restaurant owner named Tiana who
kisses a prince who was turned into
a frog, In a twist she turns into a frog
as well. Tiana is the first ever
African-American Disney Princess.
The Princess and the frog is the last
hand drawn Disney movie.

48

Tangled
November 24, 2010
Tangled is Disney’s twist on the
classic fairytale Rapunzel.

49

Wreck-it Ralph
November 2, 2012
Wreck-it-Ralph is about a video game
villain, Ralph that wants to be a hero. So
he travels through different games
trying to get a medal. Wreck-it-Ralph
has many videogame character cameos
like Sonic the hedgehog, Zangief from
Street Fighter and Bowser from Super
Mario Brothers.

50

Frozen
November 27, 2013
Frozen is the story of two sisters
named Anna and Elsa. Conflict starts
after Elsa accidentally freezes the
town of Arandale. Frozen is based off
the Hans Christian Andersen story
The Snow Queen. Frozen is the first
Disney movie to introduce multiple
princesses.
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The
End

